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Foreword 

The objective of the Heavy-Ion Fusion Accelerator Research program is, 
ultimately, to assess the suitability of heavy-ion accelerators as "drivers" 
for electric power plants based on inertial-confinement fusion. These 
drivers would serve to compress tiny pellets of fuel to the point that 
energy-producing thermonuclear reactions would occur. (Alternative driver 
technologies, such as light-ion accelerators and lasers, are being explored 
elsewhere.) In our program, a specific accelerator technology, namely, the 
use of induction linacs to accelerate multiple beams of heavy ions, is being 
studied, and we are now only a few years from being able to assess its 
promise with reasonable confidence. 

The HIFAR program strategy is to attack the practical issues of induc
tion linacs in a series of experiments of increasing scale and sophistication. 
The following pages describe progress on the fabrication of the second of 
these experiments-the multiple-beam experiment, MBE-4-as well as 
some highly successful interim experimental results. In addition, we 
briefly outline our current thinking regarding the next experiment, the 
Induction Linac System Experiment, which would test at a reduced scale 
many of the systems and beam manipulations that would be required in a 
full-scale fusion driver. 

Increasing attention is now being given to heavy-ion fusion, and we 
are encouraged to hope that a vigorous program will go forward in the 
coming years, allowing us soon to make a sensible appraisal of the induc
tion linac as a practical driver for commercial fusion power. 

Denis Keefe 
HIF AR Group Leader 

April 14, 1987 
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THERMONUCLEAR FUSION offers an attractive long-term 
solution to the problem of future energy supplies: Virtually inexhaustible 
supplies of fuel are available, fusion products are notably free of the long
lived actinides generated by fission power sources, and meltdowns cannot 
occur. The technological challenges, however, are profound, both for 
magnetic-confinement fusion (see pages 77-86) and for inertial-confine
ment fusion (ICF), in which enormous amounts of energy must be focused 
on tiny pellets of fuel. Notwithstanding the challenges, the promise of ICF 
has prompted active research programs aimed at developing high-power 
lasers and light- and heavy-ion accelerators as the "drivers" that would 
compress and ignite the deuterium-tritium fuel. 

Our effort at LBL is concentrated on drivers based on heavy-ion beams 
(which can be produced reliably and efficiently at high repetition rates)-in 
particular, on heavy-ion induction linear accelerators. The attractions of 
this latter concept, in comparison with the heavy-ion rf linacs being stud
ied in West Germany, Japan, and the USSR, are (i) its simplicity (see Fig. 
32), (ii) the considerable experience accrued in its application to high
current electron-beam acceleration, and (iii) the ease with which it can be 
extrapolated to large facilities on the basis of experiments with smaller test 
accelerators. 

In line with this last point, our current plan for exploring the physics 
and technology of induction linacs involves a series of increasingly sophis
ticated experiments. The first, which continues to yield results of funda
mental significance for our understanding of high-current heavy-ion 
beams, is the three-year-old single-beam transport experiment (SBTE). 
Second is the multiple-beam experiment (MBE-4), the apparatus for which 
is now nearing completion. In this experiment, we are already exploring 
the physics of four independent beams as they are accelerated and trans
ported through a multigap accelerating structure. Most significantly, we 
have already demonstrated the novel feature of current amplification, 
which will be required in a driver. Finally, we have proposed a much 

E. Hazelton H.l. Meyer M. Towler C. Celata Administrative 
T. Henderson C.D. Pike D. Vanecek ). Hovingh' Support 
R.R. Hipple T.). Purtell A. Warwick D. judd 
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B. MacDonell M. Tiefenback L. Smith (group leader) 0 . Wong 
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ion sources 

ion sources 

Kinetic energy 

Current Bunch length 

RF LINAC 

rf linac 

INDUCTION LINAC 

Fig. 32. Simplified schematics of rf and induction 
linacs, illustrating the principles by which each 
might produce the high-current beams of heavy 
ions required for fusion energy applications. (In 
each case, the illustration depicts only a single 
beam on target; about 16 would actually be 
required in a driver.) The length of the arrows 
representing the ion beams signifies the physical 
length of the ion bunch, the height of the arrows 
indicates the kinetic energy per ion, and the 
thickness represents total current. Current is 
amplified in the rf linac scheme by use of multi
ple transfer, storage, and bunching rings; in the 
induction linac, it can be done by shaping the 
accelerating voltage pulses in a series of perhaps 
several thousand induction modules. 

X L---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_J 
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larger Induction Linac System Experiment (ILSE), which would address the 
main physics and technology issues of a full-size heavy-ion fusion reactor 
driver, at about a one-tenth scale for many key accelerator parameters. 

During the past two years, we also took part in a broad assessment of 
heavy-ion fusion as a prospective source of electrical power. Several reac
tor types and target designs were considered, and the results were 
encouraging: The cost of electricity, based on a 1000-MWe power plant, 
was estimated to be about 5.5 centsjkW-hr. Though independent of our 
accelerator research program, this study provides a firm underpinning for 
our continuing efforts. 

By far most of our activities during 1986 were centered around MBE-4. Though 
on a much smaller scale, this four-beam experiment is being conducted to model 
many of the same phenomena we might expect to encounter in any eventual 
heavy-ion fusion driver- in particular, the consequences of approaching stabil
ity limits imposed by the mutually repulsive charges in a high-current ion 
beam. By fiscal year's end, about half of the MBE-4 apparatus was in place, 
and owing to its modular design, we were able to conduct experiments con
currently with fabrication . Perhaps the most significant of these experiments 
successfully demonstrated appreciable amplification in beam current, achieved 
by suitably shaping the accelerating voltage pulses and thus actually reducing 
the pulse duration during acceleration. 

An induction linac driver can be envisioned as a transport lattice comprising many 
closely packed channels in which parallel "beamlets" of heavy ions are accelerated. 
Surrounding the lattice are massive induction cores of ferromagnetic material, along 
with the pulser circuitry needed to apply a succession of long-duration, high
voltage pulses to the beamlets. A source of heavy ions would operate at 2-3 MV, 
producing the required net charge per pulse. At the source end of the driver, a 
large number of electrostatic quadrupole channels appears to be the least expensive 
option (this is discussed further on page 74). These will be followed downstream 
by a smaller number of superconducting magnetic quadrupole channels. Some 
beam combining will therefore be required . 

MBE-4 is designed to model much of the physics of the low-energy, electro
statically focused section of a considerably longer driver. Four parallel cs+ beams 
are extracted from thermionic alumino-silicate sources in 2.5-!Ls pulses and injected 
into the linac at 200 keY. When the experimental apparatus is completed in the 
summer of 1987, acceleration to about 1 MeV will be possible. We also expect to 
see current amplification from 10 to more than 40 rnA, due both to an increase in 
beam velocity and to a decrease in bunch length. The carefully scaled design of 
MBE-4 and the use of multiple beams will allow us to assess the consequences of 
errors in accelerating voltages, to investigate beam-beam coupling phenomena, and, 
more broadly, to gain practical experience in accelerating and controlling parallel, 
space-charge-dominated beams. 

By September 1986, 12 of the 24 accelerating units and 4 of the 6 transport sec
tions of MBE-4 were in place, as shown in Fig. 33, and a few weeks later, we suc
cessfully transported four cesium ion beams through this fully instrumented 
apparatus . Diagnostics in place included three pairs of "harps" (specially designed 
beam-profile monitors), three pairs of emittance slits, five sets of Faraday cups, and 
an energy analyzer. Except for the energy analyzer, which is the final component 
of the system, each of the diagnostic devices may be placed at any diagnostic port, 
where it samples each of the four beams. 

The induction cores (12 in all) for the three accelerator sections now opera-
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tiona! differ slightly in design from one section to another, but all comprise various 
combinations of single and triple Astron cores, 1.4-inch-wide silicon-steel cores, and 
4-inch-wide silicon-steel cores. Cores for the three sections to come have been 
designed along somewhat different lines, as shown in Fig. 34. Instead of 30 kV of 
accelerating voltage being applied at each core, we intend to apply 60 kV at each of 
the central cores of a four-core section, reserving the outer cores for special trim 
pulses that might be needed for bunch shaping. The voltage pulsers and cores 
required for the final three sections have already been acquired and tested. In 
addition, the trigger pulsers that fire the pulse circuits have been modified to give 
more reliable long-term performance. 

Small vacuum leaks at the voltage feedthroughs to the electrostatic quadru
poles were corrected by replacing the Re-X insulators with Pyrex, but the discovery 
of the leaks prompted a thorough study of insulator materials and configurations. 
Current speculation regarding the cause of the problem is that the metal embed
ment in the insulator cracked as a result of deformation caused by repeated evacua
tion and venting of the system. Improper treatment of the metal during the form
ing process is suspected as the underlying cause. 

A final hardware component of MBE-4- one that leads directly to a discussion 
of experimental results- is the recently installed automated energy analysis system. 
This system automatically sets and measures the voltage applied to the curved 

Astron 1 .4·inch silicon steel 

~~~ Grounded high-voltage ? . } Q 1nput 

- HV +HV 

Trigger 

X L---------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Fig. 33. A composite photo
graph showing MBE-4 as it 
appeared at the end of fiscal 
1986. The large tank at the left 
is the four-beam source, fol
lowed by a beam-conditioning 
unit, four of the eventual six 
accelerating sections (three 
with induction modules in 
place), and the energy analyzer. 

Fig. 34. Schematic layout of 
the induction cores for acceler
ator sections D, E, and F, 
together with a diagram of the 
120-kV pulser to be used with 
these sections. This pulser cir
cuit applies the full accelerat
ing voltage to the two central 
induction modules, leaving the 
outer modules for pulse trim
ming and other corrections. 



Experimental Results 

Fig. 35. Data from MBE-4, 
acquired and compiled by an 
automated data system. Each 
trace in the three-dimensional 
plot represents the average of 
eight pulses, with the energy 
analyzer set at the energy 
shown. Th e data can then be 
compiled in a plot of mean 
energy vs time, as shown at the 
right. 

Energy 

(keV) 

24 25 
Time (ILS) 

Mu ltiple-Beam Experiment 

plates of the energy analyzer, records the integrated oscilloscope trace that 
corresponds to the detected pulse, averages the results for each energy, then stores 
the data and changes the analyzer voltage to repeat the process at another energy. 
The data shown in Fig. 35 were acquired and plotted in about 30 minutes. 

The modular design of MBE-4 has allowed us to perform experiments one section 
at a time since fabrication began. Experiments were conducted early in fiscal 1986, 
when only the first accelerating section was in place, then again midway through 
the year, with two accelerating sections installed. 

The longitudinal dynamics in MBE-4 is prescribed by a calculated schedule of 
applied voltage waveforms, which dictate acceleration and current amplification . 
This schedule is designed in such a way that, as the beam is accelerated, the 
current is amplified but the current waveform maintains its initial shape. (The 
current waveform is the time-dependent current, as measured at a fixed location.) 
The individual voltage pulses are also designed to control longitudinal space-charge 
forces at the bunch ends. A significant outcome of early experiments during the 
past year was a confirmation of our ability to model the behavior of the beam 
envelope and the phase-space distribution of accelerated beams. The accuracy of 
such models is directly related to our ability to generate suitable acceleration 
schedules. 

Because longitudinal space-charge forces must be carefully compensated by the 
accelerating waveforms if MBE-4 is to operate properly, we sought to determine the 
degree to which these forces are reduced by the conductors that surround the 
beam. The extent of this reduction is characterized by a "geometrical" factor g, 
where a smaller number corresponds to a greater reduction in space-charge forces. 
The determination of g is illustrated in Fig. 36, which shows the experimental 
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Fig. 36. Energy and current waveforms used in the 
empirical determination of the longitudinal space
charge factor g. The dotted curves are the measured 
waveforms at gap 10; the solid lines are computed 
waveforms, based on the indicated values of g and 
the waveform measured at the entrance of the accel
erator. This analysis yielded g = 2.8 ± 0.6. 

current and kinetic energy waveforms for a drifting beam at the exit of the second 
accelerating section, together with simulations of these waveforms, assuming dif
ferent values of g. The simulated results were produced by the beam-propagation 
code SLID. The value of g was determined to be 2.8 ± 0.6. 

With the modules of two accelerating sections on, beam current is amplified by 
a factor of about 1.6, as shown in Fig. 37. (Figure 37 also shows our success in 
predicting current and energy waveforms with the SLID code. The theoretical 
predictions shown there were based on measurements of the beam current and 
energy at the entrance to the accelerator and on the voltage waveforms applied at 
the eight accelerating gaps.) The final current profiles shown in Fig. 37 show some 
minor modulations due to small systematic errors in the applied voltage waveforms. 
However, these modulations have been significantly reduced in comparison with 
those evident in earlier results; they now correspond to less than 1% of the typical 
gap voltage and less than 0.1% of the beam kinetic energy. We achieved this 
reduction with a tuning procedure in which we monitored the output waveforms 
while turning on and optimizing the gap voltages sequentially. (In early fiscal 
1987, using the apparatus in the state illustrated in Fig. 33, we amplified current by 
a factor of more than 2.5.) 

Random errors can also be detected in the applied voltage waveforms, due 
mainly to pulser timing jitter. Current modulation due to such errors is about ten
fold smaller than that due to systematic errors; however, random errors are difficult 
to correct and may be left to accumulate over the entire linac. We will pay increas
ing attention to these errors as the remaining modules are added to MBE-4. 
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Fig. 37. Oscilloscope traces 
showing current-pulse shapes 
(beam current vs time at a 
fixed point) at the entrance and 
exit of the accelerator. These 
traces illustrate current ampli
fication by a factor of 1.6. Also 
shown is a comparison be
tween a measured final pulse 
shape and the result of a com
puter simulation, based on the 
initial pulse shape and the vol
tage waveforms applied at each 
of the accelerating gaps. 
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The accelerating voltages themselves are produced at each gap by two to four 
pulsers, whose outputs are combined. These outputs are either simple capacitor 
discharges or waveforms with shapes given by 1 - cos wt. In the second accelera
tor module, the rise times of the capacitor discharge pulsers at the first three gaps 
have been adjusted to control longitudinal spread at the head of the bunch. The 
fourth gap includes a trim pulser to control longitudinal spread at the tail. Pulser 
voltages are adjustable to a maximum of 25 kV, and the trigger time has a resolu
tion of 10 ns. 
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HEAVY-ION FUSION ACCELERATOR RESEARCH 

Theoretical and experimental studies of the behavior of space-charge-dominated 
ions beams- that is, beams in which mutually repulsive like charges dominate 
the dynamics- are of obvious relevance to MBE-4, but they also look forward to 
a larger proof-of-principle experiment and even to an eventual heavy-ion fusion 
driver. During the past year, these studies have focused on the problem of com
bining multiple beams into one, on optimization of the computer code SLID, and 
on the effects of beam mismatch (which occurs when the periodicity of beam 
properties is not in phase with that of the transport lattice). 

In a full-scale inertial fusion driver, the required power on target would demand 
intractably long bunches at the low-energy end of the accelerator, unless beams are 
combined, perhaps several times, somewhere along the length of the accelerator. 
In the lower drawing of Fig. 32, for example, an initial pulse four times as long as 
those shown would be needed to produce the same pulse on target, in the absence 
of beam combination. We have approached this problem of combining beams as 
comprising two parts. First, how does one get, say, four beams in independent 
alternating-gradient structures into close proximity within a single structure? And 
second, can one "stack;, these beams to form one beam with acceptably little emit
tance growth? (Emittance is a measure of beam quality that reflects both the 
transverse beam size and the transverse energy of the particles that compose it.) 

The first step must therefore induce a double bend in each beam, converting 
four independent parallel beams into four nearly contiguous parallel beams. 
Attempting these bends in the absence of any focusing forces leads to problems 
associated with the high space charge; consequently, we visualize a system such as 
the one shown in Fig. 38. Here, the bends are separated by regions filled with 
quadrupoles that prevent significant beam growth. In any scheme, the magnets for 
both bending and focusing must be of novel designs, since the space between 
beams is highly restricted. We have therefore begun studies of pulsed current-sheet 
dipole and quadrupole arrays, which may require a clearance of only a few milli
meters between beams. Applying these concepts to a system such as MBE-4, 
where ion velocities are very low and magnetic bending is thus relatively ineffec
tive, requires further refinement, but efforts in this direction have begun. 

The mixing that follows in the common alternating-gradient channel down
stream of the double bend has been studied by computer simulation, principally to 
determine the transverse emittance growth that accompanies the process. Our ini
tial studies were restricted to round beams, but we looked at the effect of the prox-
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Studies of 
Beam Dynamics 

Combining Beams 

Fig. 38. A schematic design for 
a beam-combining section of a 
multiple-beam accelerator such 
as ILSE. The four solid curves 
in the upper part of the figure 
delineate the four transverse 
extrema of a single beam as it 
is brought toward the center 
line of a four-beam system. In 

~ 
the lower part of th·e figure, the 
transverse cross sections of all 
four beams are shown. 

Fig. 39. A comparison between 
an experimentally measured 
current waveform (a) with two 
computed waveforms, one that 
neglects the so-called transit
time effect (b) and one that 
properly accounts for it (c). 
The finite time the ion pulse 
spends in the accelerating gap 
tends to smooth out the high
frequency fluctuations in the lilt.. 
applied voltage. , 



Code Development 

20 

Studies of 
Beam Mismatch 

(a) 

Studies of Beam Dynamics 

imity of the four beams, varying both the separation of the beams in the x and y 
directions and the ratio of the x and y separations. The results show that the total 
emittance growth in each transverse direction can be held roughly to a factor of 
two, provided the beams are in close proximity as a result of the double bend. 

The code SLID is an indispensable tool in operating MBE-4 and in analyzing exper
imental data. It is used (i) to design accelerating voltage waveforms for a given set 
of conditions, (ii) to predict the energy and current pulse shapes as functions of 
time at any location along the linac, and (iii) to explore ways to alter experimental 
conditions to produce more favorable performance. Several recent improvements 
have made the code even more useful. 

One improvement was the inclusion of an accurate value of the geometry fac
tor g, which was measured as described on page 67. A second was the incorpora
tion of the finite ion-transit-time effect; previously, the code had ignored the finite 
time an ion spends in the accelerating gap. This simplification had the effect of 
overestimating the high-frequency fluctuations in current pulse shapes (caused by 
high-frequency voltage errors in the accelerating modules). As shown in Fig. 39, 
predicted pulse shapes agree much more closely with experimental observations, 
now that the transit time is accounted for. 

The code now uses a one-dimensional model and assumes zero longitudinal 
emittance. As more modules are added to MBE-4, voltage errors may lead to longi
tudinal emittance growth, and three-dimensional end effects are likely to become 
significant. We have begun to modify the code so that it can be used to predict 
these phenomena. 

The single-beam transport experiment continued to serve as a crucial test bed for 
studying fundamental phenomena. One such phenomenon, now studied both 
theoretically and experimentally, is emittance growth due to beam mismatch. The 
question we asked was, What kind of emittance increase can we expect from the 
mismatching that inevitably occurs at transitions in the accelerator system? By 
adjusting quadrupole voltages in the matching section of SBTE, we were able to 
answer this question by exciting either symmetric or antisymmetric mismatches. 
(Symmetric oscillations produce a sausagelike beam envelope, in which ~x = ~y; 

antisymmetric oscillations are characterized by ~x = - ~y.) The results showed that 
symmetrically mismatched beams are difficult to distinguish downstream from ini
tially matched beams, but that antisymmetric mismatches can induce significant 
emittance growth. 

(b) (c) 

18 6 12 18 6 12 18 

Time (~ts) 
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During the past year, a draft program plan was developed that addresses the 
needs of heavy-ion fusion accelerator research over the next five or six years. 
The cornerstone of this plan is a multiple-beam accelerator experiment of signi
ficantly larger scale than MBE-4, in which more energetic ions could be focused 
and bent with magnetic fields. This experiment, designated the Induction Linac 
System Experiment (ILSE), would test, at a reduced scale, many of the beam
manipulation systems that would be required in an ICF driver. The aim of such 
an experiment would therefore be to assemble the remaining data needed for a 
sensible assessment of the induction linac as a practical driver for commercial 
fusion power. 

ILSE was designed to address several of the yet-untested concepts that must be 
embodied in any practical heavy-ion fusion driver: the transverse combination of 
space-charge-dominated ion beams, the transition from an electrostatic to a mag
netic beam-transport system, the magnetic bending of ion beams that are both 
space-charge dominated and increasing in energy, current amplification by "drift 
compression," and the focusing of intense ion beams to a 1- to 2-millimeter
diameter spot. A schematic diagram of ILSE, showing the regions in which these 
various manipulations would occur, appears as Fig. 40, and Table 8 presents a com
parison of the beam parameters for MBE-4, ILSE, and an envisioned fusion driver. 

2 MV 

18 A 

Accelerator (magnetic focusing) 

combination'---------------" 

10 MV 
30 A 
0.15p.S 

Drift and compression 

10 MV 

L_ ________________________________ __...J 

Parameter MBE-4 ILSE" Driver 

Ion cs+ c+ (or Al2+) Bjl+ 

Injection voltage (MV) 0.2 2 3 

Final voltage (MV) 1.0 10 3.3 X 103 

Final current (A) 0.1 30 6 X 104 

Beam energy 0) 0.1 75 3 X 106 

Ion velocity jc 0.004 0.04 0.3 

Accelerating gradient (MV /m) 0.07 0.22 0.5 

Number of beams 4 16-+4 64-+4 

Pulse width (~ts) 2-+1 1-+0.5 24-+0.1 

Charge (JLC) 0.1 9 900 

Initial bunch length (m) 1.1 5.6 70 

Final perveance (normalized) 3.8 x w-4 3.6 x w- 4 5.6 X 10- 5 
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The Induction 
Linac System 
Experiment 

Fig. 40. Schematic diagram of 
the proposed Induction Linac 
System Experiment, designed 
to test the concepts of beam 
combining, magnetic focusing, 
the bending of a high-current 
beam, and drift compression. 

Table 8. A comparison of 
principal parameters for MBE-
4, the proposed Induction Linac 
System Experiment, and a pos
sible driver for a heavy-ion 
fusion power plant. Parame
ters for ILSE are based on 16 
beams of 0.1 f.l.C/m from the 
injector. 



The Induction Linac System Experiment 

As ILSE is now conceived, 16 beams of singly or doubly charged ions from an 
injector being developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory would be matched 
to an electrostatic transport system and accelerated from 2 to 4 MV. The beams 
would then be combined into four, matched to a magnetically focused linac, and 
further accelerated to 10 MV. Three of the beams would then be discarded, and 
the fourth bent through a large angle, compressed longitudinally, and focused . The 
length of the experimental apparatus would be about 50 meters. 

Figure 41 shows the results of some calculations that correlate beam current 
and energy, phase advance per period (cr

0
), and either quadrupole voltage (electro

static focusing) or magnetic field strength (magnetic focusing). 

Fig. 41. Parametric plots of maximum transportable 
current, energy, phase advance per period, and either 
quadrupole voltage (for electrostatic transport, upper 
plot) or magnetic field (for magnetic transport, lower 
plot), for a possible ILSE accelerator. The broad bars 
represent illustrative acceleration scenarios in which 
either the current (gray) or the bunch length (color) is 
held constant. 
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More or less independent of our theoretical and experimental accelerator 
research program, we have participated in a broad "systems assessment" of 
heavy-ion fusion, a paper study consisting largely of parametric studies aimed 
at understanding the cost and performance tradeoffs implicit in different 
heavy-ion fusion induction linac driver designs. In brief, the study concluded 
that in terms of the projected cost of electricity heavy-ion fusion compares 
favorably with magnetic fusion. The study also led to increased interest in 
using multiply charged ions. In related efforts more closely tied to our experi
mental program, we have quantitatively explored the concept of a driver with a 
large number of beams, perhaps 64, at the injector end, which are then merged 
to form 16 beams on target (see Table 8). We have also evaluated multiple 
pulsing of the accelerating gaps to increase the power on target for a given 
driver. 

The Heavy Ion Fusion Systems Assessment (HIFSA) has been conducted over the 
past three years with the specific goal of evaluating the prospects of induction linac 
drivers as economical generators of electric power. In addition to LBL, principal 
contributors to the study have included the Los Alamos National Laboratory, the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., 
and the University of Wisconsin. Four different reactor types and five different tar
get designs were included in the study. Final ion kinetic energies for the driver 
designs ranged from 5 to 20 GeV, and total beam energies varied from 1 to 10 MJ. 
The results show that the cost of electricity, based on a 1000-MWe plant using ions 
with atomic weight 200 and charge state +3, would be about 5.5 centsjkW-hr. The 
familiar economies of scale hold (the cost is higher for a 500-MWe plant and lower 
for a 1500-MWe plant), but the results appear to be otherwise insensitive to a wide 
variation in driver parameters. 

The use of multiply charged ions in a full-scale fusion driver is at least superficially 
attractive, since any required kinetic energy or electrical current can be achieved 
over a shorter distance, given a fixed cumulative applied accelerating voltage. 
Furthermore, the beam radius, required magnetic focusing field, and pulse duration 
appear not to be sensitive to charge state . On the other hand, beam manipulation 
during final transport and focus becomes more difficult as the charge state of the 
ion increases. For example, for beams of equal electrical current, the particle 
current is inversely proportional to charge state; consequently, to achieve the same 
power on target, greater longitudinal compression is required for the more highly 
charged beam. Nonetheless, increased attention is being given to high-charge-state 
scenarios, especially since promising ion sources are being actively developed (see, 
for example, page 46) . 

Despite the possible advantages of using multiply charged ions, we assumed 
singly charged bismuth ions in our detailed exploration of beam "parameter space" 
for a fusion driver. We first defined seven cases, each characterized by a reason
able and self-consistent set of parameters for transverse beam dimensions and 
focusing electrode potentials, given a required total charge of 300 J.LC. For each 
case, the bunch length and the maximum permissible accelerating gradient were 
then computed for scenarios with 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 beams at the low-energy 
end of the accelerator. (The maximum average accelerating gradient is limited by 
the requirement that the bunch length not decrease in the electrostatically focused 
portion of the driver, since focusing potentials were assumed already to be at a 
maximum.) These computations were based on a number of assumptions regarding 
beam dynamics, but the results illuminate an important point: To minimize the 
length of the low-energy (electrostatic) portion of the driver- that is, to take advan
tage of the highest achievable accelerating gradients- 128 or even 256 beams offer 
the greatest promise. 
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